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SLIDING INVARIANTS AND CLASSIFICATION OF
SINGULAR HOLOMORPHIC FOLIATIONS IN THE PLANE
TRUONG HONG MINH
Abstract. By introducing a new invariant called the set of slidings, we
give a complete strict classification of the class of germs of non-dicritical
holomorphic foliations in the plan whose Camacho-Sad indices are not
rational. Moreover, we will show that, in this class, the new invariant
is finitely determined. Consequently, the finite determination of the
class of isoholonomic non-dicritical foliations and absolutely dicritical
foliations that have the same Dulac maps are proved.
1. Introduction
The problem of classification of germs of foliations in the complex plane
is stated by Thom [14]. He conjectured that the analytic type of a foliation
defined in a neighborhood of a singular point is completely determined by
its associated separatrix and its corresponding holonomy. R. Moussu in
[12] gave a counterexample for this statement and showed that we have
to consider the holonomy representation of each irreducible component of
the exceptional divisor in a desingularization instead of the economizes. For
this new version, Thom’s problem is proved for cuspidal type singular points
[12], [4] and more generally for quasi-homogeneous foliations [5]. However,
the new statement of Thom’s conjecture was refuted by J.F. Mattei by
computing the dimension of the space of isoholonomic deformations [10],
[9]: There must be other invariants for the non quasi-homogeneous foliations.
This conclusion is confirmed by the number of free coefficients in the normal
forms in [6], [7] and in the hamiltonian part of the normal forms of vector
field in [8]. By adding a new invariant called set of slidings this paper solves
the problem of strict classification for the non-dicritical foliations whose
Camacho-Sad indices are not rational. Here, strict classification means up
to diffeomorphism tangent to identity.
1.1. Preliminaries. A germ of singular foliation F in (C2, 0) is called re-
duced if there exists a coordinate system in which it is defined by a 1-form
whose linear part is
λ1ydx+ λ2xdy,
λ2
λ1
6∈ Q<0,
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λ = −λ2λ1 is called the Camacho-Sad index of F . When λ = 0, the origin
is called a saddle-node singularity, otherwise it is called nondegenerate. A
theorem of A. Seidenberg [13, 11] says that any singular foliation F with
isolated singularity admits a canonical desingularization. More precisely,
there is a holomorphic map
(1) σ :M→ (C2, 0)
obtained as a composition of a finite number of blowing-ups at points such
that any point m of the exceptional divisor D := σ−1(0) is either a regu-
lar point or a reduced singularity of the strict transform F˜ = σ∗(F). An
intersection of two irreducible components of D is called a corner. An ir-
reducible component of D is a dead branch if in this component there is a
unique singularity of F˜ that is a corner.
A separatrix of F is an analytical irreducible invariant curve through the
origin of F . It is well known that any germ of singular foliation F in (C2, 0)
possesses at least one separatrix [2]. When the number of separatrices is
finite F is non-dicritical. Otherwise it is called dicritical.
Denote by Sing(F˜) the set of all singularities of the strict transform F˜ .
Let D be a non-dicritical irreducible component of the exceptional divisor D,
then D∗ = D\Sing(F˜) is a leaf of F˜ . Let m be a regular point in D∗ and Σ a
small analytic section throughm transverse to F˜ . For any loop γ inD∗ based
on m there is a germ of a holomorphic return map hγ : (Σ,m) → (Σ,m)
which only depends on the homotopy class of γ in the fundamental group
pi1(D
∗,m). The map h : pi1(D∗,m) → Diff(Σ,m) is called the vanishing
holonomy representation of F on D. Let F ′ be a foliation that also admits
σ as its desingularization map. Assume that Sing(F˜ ′) = Sing(F˜) where
Sing(F˜ ′) is the set of singularities of the strict transform F˜ ′. Denote by h′γ
in Diff(Σ,m) the vanishing holonomy representation of F . We say that the
vanishing holonomy representation of F and F ′ on D are conjugated if there
exists φ ∈ Diff(Σ,m) such that φ ◦ hγ = h′γ ◦ φ. The vanishing holonomy
representation of F and F ′ are called conjugated if they are conjugated on
every non-dicritical irreducible component of D.
Notation 1. We denote by M the set of all non-dicritical foliations F
defined on (C2, 0) such that the Camacho-Sad index of F˜ at each singularity
is not rational.
If F is in M then after desingularization all the singularities of F˜ are
not saddle-node. Moreover, the Chern class of an irreducible component of
divisor, which is an integer, is equal to the sum of Camacho-Sad indices of
the singularities in this component [2]. Therefore, every element inM after
desingularization admits no dead branch in its exceptional divisor.
1.2. Absolutely dicritical foliation. Let σ as in (1) be a composition of
a finite number of blowing-ups at points. A germ of singular holomorphic
foliation L is said σ-absolutely dicritical if the strict transform L˜ = σ∗(L)
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is a regular foliation and the exceptional divisor D = σ−1(0) is completely
transverse to L˜. When σ is the standard blowing-up at the origin, we called
L a radial foliation. At each corner p = Di ∩Dj of D, the diffeomorphism
from (Di, p) to (Dj , p) that follows the leaves of L˜ is called the Dulac map
of L˜ at p. The existence of such foliations for any given σ is proved in
[3]. In fact, in [3] the authors showed that if in each smooth component of
D we take any two smooth curves transverse to D then there is always an
absolutely dicritical foliation admitting them as their integral curves. We
will denote by Sep(F˜) t L˜ if at any point p ∈ Sing(F˜) the separatrices of F˜
through p are transverse to L˜.
Lemma 2. Let F be a non-dicritical foliation such that σ is its desingular-
ization map. Then there exists a σ-absolutely dicritical foliation L satisfying
Sep(F˜) t L˜
Proof. Denote by L1, . . . , Lk the strict transforms of the separatrices of F .
On each component D of D that does not contain any singularity of F˜ except
the corners we take a smooth curve Lk+j transverse to D. Then we have
the set of curves {L1, . . . , Ln} such that each component of D is transverse
to at least one curve Li. Denote by pi = Li ∩ D. By [3], for each i there
exists a σ-absolutely dicritical foliation Li defined by a 1-form ωi verifying
that Li is transverse to L˜i. Choose a local chart (xi, yi) at pi such that
D = {xi = 0}, Li = {yi = 0} and
σ∗ωi(xi, yi) = xmii d(xi + yi) + h.o.t.,
where “h.o.t.” stands for higher order term. Write down ωi in the local
chart (xj , yj)
(2) σ∗ωi(xj , yj) = x
mj
j d(aijxj + bijyj) + h.o.t..
Because L˜i is transverse to D, we have bij 6= 0. We define aii = bii = 1.
There always exists a vector (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ Cn such that for j = 1, . . . , n,
aj =
n∑
i=1
ciaij 6= 0 and bj =
n∑
i=1
cibij 6= 0.
Denote by ω0 =
∑
ciωi. Then, in the local chart (xj , yj), we have
σ∗ω0(xj , yj) = x
mj
j d(ajxj + bjyj) + h.o.t., where aj 6= 0, bj 6= 0.
Because ω0 and ωi, i = 1, . . . , n, have the same multiplicity on each com-
ponent of D, they have the same vanishing order. Since each component of
D contains at least one point pi and the strict transform L˜ of the foliation
L defined by ω0 is transverse to D in each neighborhood of each pi, L˜ is
generically transverse to D. By [3], L is absolutely dicritical and satisfies
Sep(F˜) t L˜. 
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Figure 1. Sliding of F and L.
1.3. Slidings of foliations. Consider first a nondegenerate reduced folia-
tion F in (C2, 0). By [11], there exists a coordinate system in which F is
defined by
λy(1 +A(x, y))dx+ xdy, λ /∈ Q≤0,
where A(0, 0) = 0. Let L be a germ regular foliation whose invariant curve
through the origin (we call it the separatrix of L) is transverse to the two
separatrices of F , which are denoted by S1 and S2. Then we have the
following Lemma, whose proof is straightforward.
Lemma 3. The tangent curve of F and L, denoted T (F ,L), is a smooth
curve transverse to the two separatrices of F . Moreover, if the separatrix of
L is tangent to {x− cy = 0} then T (F ,L) is tangent to {x+ cλy = 0}.
After a standard blowing-up σ1 at the origin, the strict transform T˜ (F ,L)
of T (F ,L) is transverse to F˜ and cut D1 = σ−11 (0) at p. We denote by
D∗1 = D1 \ Sing(σ∗1(F)) and h˜ : pi1(D∗1, p) → Diff(T˜ (F ,L), p) the vanishing
holonomy representation of F . We choose a generator γ for pi1(D∗1, p) ∼= Z.
Then σ1 induces
hγ = σ1 ◦ h˜(γ) ◦ σ−11 ∈ Diff(T (F ,L), 0).
We call hγ the holonomy on the tangent curve T (F ,L). Denote by piS1 and
piS2 the projection by the leaves of L from T (F ,L) to S1 and S2 respectively.
Definition 4. The sliding of a reduced foliation F and a regular foliation
L on S1 (resp., S2) is the diffeomorphism (figure 1)
gS1(F ,L) = piS1∗(hγ) = piS1 ◦ hγ ◦ pi−1S1(
resp., gS2(F ,L) = piS2∗(hγ) = piS2 ◦ hγ ◦ pi−1S2
)
.
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Figure 2. Element L of RF (L0)
Let d : S1 → S2 be the Dulac map of L (Section 1.2). Since d = piS2 ◦pi−1S1 ,
it is obvious that
(3) gS2(F ,L) = d∗ (gS1(F ,L)) .
Now let F be a non-dicritical foliation such that after desingularization
by the map σ all singularities of σ∗(F) = F˜ are nondegenerate. By Lemma
2 there exists a σ-absolutely dicritical foliation L0 such that Sep(F˜) t L˜0.
Notation 5. We denote by RF (L0) the set of all σ-absolutely dicritical
foliations L satisfying the two following properties:
• L˜ and L˜0 have the same Dulac maps at any corner of D.
• At each singularity p of F˜ , the invariant curves of L˜ and L˜0 through
p are tangent (figure 2).
Let L in RF (L0) and D be an irreducible component of D. Suppose that
p1, . . . , pm are the singularities of F˜ on D. Then we denote by
SD(F˜ , L˜) = {gD,p1(F˜ , L˜), . . . , gD,pm(F˜ , L˜)},
where gD,pi(F˜ , L˜) is the sliding of F˜ and L˜ in a neighborhood of pi.
Definition 6. The sliding of F and L is
S(F ,L) = ∪D∈Comp(D)SD(F˜ , L˜),
where Comp(D) is the set of all irreducible components of D. The set of
slidings of F relative to direction L0 is the set
S(F ,L0) = ∪L∈RF (L0)S(F ,L).
We will prove in Corollary 12 that S(F ,L0) is an invariant of F : If F
and F ′ are conjugated by Φ then for each L in RF (L0) we have S(F ,L) =
Φ˜|D ◦S(F ′,Φ∗L) ◦ Φ˜−1|D . Under some conditions for F and F ′ (Theorem 8),
we will have Φ˜|D = Id. Therefore S(F ,L) = S(F ′,Φ∗L). Moreover, Φ∗L is
also in RF (L0). Consequently, S(F ,L0) = S(F ′,L0).
Remark 7. For each singularity p of F˜ that is a corner, i.e., p = Di ∩
Dj, there are two slidings gDi,p(F˜ , L˜) and gDj ,p(F˜ , L˜). However, by (3),
gDj ,p(F˜ , L˜) is completely determined by gDi,p(F˜ , L˜) and the Dulac map of L˜
at p.
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This invariant is named “sliding” because it gives an obstruction for the
construction of local conjugacy of two foliations that fixes the points in the
exceptional divisor (Corollary 12).
The definition of S(F ,L0) does not depend on choosing a element L0 in
RF (L0). More precisely, if L′0 ∈ RF (L0) then L0 ∈ RF (L′0) and S(F ,L0) =
S(F ,L′0)
Although S(F ,L) is a set of local diffeomorphisms, it is not a local invari-
ant. S(F ,L) also contains the information of the relation of those local
diffeomorphisms because all these local diffeomorphisms are defined by the
holonomy projections following the global fibration L: in some sense, any
fibration L ∈ RF (L0) plays the role of a global common transversal coordi-
nate on which the slidings invariants are computed all together and at the
same time.
Let us clarify here the role of the sliding invariant in the problem of
classification of germs of foliations. Suppose that two non-dicritical foliations
F and F ′ satisfy that their separatrices and their vanishing holonomies are
conjugated. Moreover, after desingularization, all the Camacho-Sad indices
of F and F ′ are coincide. Then after blowing-ups, F and F ′ are locally
conjugated in a neighborhood of their singularities. Although we have the
conjugation of their vanishing holonomies, in general, we can not glue the
local conjugation together. The obstruction is that these local conjugations
induce the local diffeomorphisms on the exceptional divisor which we call
the slidings. In general, there is no reason for those slidings being parts of
a global diffeomorphism of the divisor.
1.4. Statement of the main results. Let F ,F ′ ∈ M. We say that their
strict separatrices are tangent, denoted Sep(F˜)//Sep(F˜ ′), if they have the
same desingularization map and the same set of singularities. Moreover, at
each singularity which is not a corner of the divisor the separatrices of F˜
and F˜ ′ are tangent. If Sep(F˜)//Sep(F˜ ′) and L0 is an absolutely dicritical
foliation satisfying Sep(F˜) t L˜0 then Sep(F˜ ′) t L˜0 and RF (L0) = RF ′(L0).
We denote by CS(F˜) the set of Camacho-Sad indices of F˜ at all singularities.
We also denote by CS(F˜) = CS(F˜ ′) if at each singularity, F˜ and F˜ ′ have
the same Camacho-Sad index.
Theorem 8. Let F and F ′ be two foliations in the classM (see Notation 1)
such that Sep(F˜)//Sep(F˜ ′). Suppose that L0 is an absolutely dicritical folia-
tion satisfying Sep(F˜) t L˜0. Let RF (L0) be as in Notation 5 and S(F ,L0),
S(F ′,L0) the corresponding sets of slidings. Then the three following state-
ments are equivalent:
(i) F and F ′ are strictly analytically conjugated.
(ii) Their vanishing holonomy representations are strictly analytically
conjugated, CS(F˜) = CS(F˜ ′) and S(F ,L0) = S(F ′,L0).
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(iii) Their vanishing holonomy representations are strictly analytically
conjugated, CS(F˜) = CS(F˜ ′) and S(F ,L0) ∩S(F ′,L0) 6= ∅.
Here, a strict conjugacy means a conjugacy tangent to identity. We will
prove that the slidings of foliations are finitely determined:
Theorem 9. Let F be a non-dicritical foliation without saddle-node singu-
larities after desingularization. There exists a natural N such that if there
is a non-dicritical foliation F ′ satisfying the following conditions:
(i) F and F ′ have the same set of singularities after desingulariza-
tion and at a neighborhood of each singularity, F˜ and F˜ ′ are locally
strictly analytically conjugated,
(ii) There exist L,L′ in RF (L0) such that JN (S(F ,L)) = JN (S(F ′,L′)),
then there exists L′′ such that L′′ is strictly conjugated with L and S(F ,L′′) =
S(F ′,L′).
Here JN (S(F ,L)) = JN (S(F ′,L′)) means JN (gD,p(F˜ , L˜)) = JN (gD,p(F˜ ′, L˜′))
for all gD,p(F˜ , L˜) in S(F ,L), gD,p(F˜ ′, L˜′) in S(F ′,L′), where JN (gD,p(F˜ , L˜))
stands for the regular part of degree N in the Taylor expansion of gD,p(F˜ , L˜).
These two theorems also give two corollaries on finite determination of
the class of isoholonomic non-dicritical foliations and absolutely dicritical
foliations that have the same Dulac maps (see Corollary 20 and 22).
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, local conjugacy of the pair
(F ,L) will be proved. We prove Theorem 8 in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted
to prove Theorem 9 and two Corollaries of finite determination of class of
isoholonomic non-dicritical foliations and absolutely dicritical foliations that
have the same Dulac maps.
2. Local conjugacy of the pair (F ,L)
Let F , F ′ be two germs of nondegenerate reduced foliations in (C2, 0).
Denote by S1, S2 and S
′
1, S
′
2 the separatrices of F and F ′ respectively.
Let L and L′ be two germs of regular foliations such that their separatrices
L and L′ are transverse to the two separatrices of F and F ′ respectively.
Suppose that Φ is a diffeomorphism conjugating (F ,L) and (F ′,L′), then
the restriction of Φ on the tangent curves commutes with the holonomies on
T (F ,L) and T (F ′,L′) of F and F ′. The converse is also true:
Proposition 10. Suppose that F and F ′ have the same Camacho-Sad in-
dex. If φ : T (F ,L) → T (F ′,L′) is a diffeomorphism commuting with the
holonomies of F and F ′ then φ extends to a diffeomorphism Φ of (C2, 0)
sending (F ,L) to (F ′,L′). Moreover, if we require that Φ sends S1 (resp.
S2) to S
′
1 (resp. S
′
2) then this extension is unique.
Proof. By Lemma 2, the curves S1, S2, L, T (F ,L) (resp., S′1, S′2, L′,
T (F ′,L′)) are four transverse smooth curves. It is well known that there
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exist two radial foliations R and R′ such that S1, S2, L, T (F ,L) and S′1,
S′2, L′, T (F ′,L′) are the invariant curves of R and R′ respectively. After
a blowing-up at the origin, denote by p1, p2, pL, pT (resp., p
′
1, p
′
2, p
′
L, p
′
T )
the intersections of strict transforms of S1, S2, L, T (F ,L) (resp., S′1, S′2, L′,
T (F ′,L′)) with CP1. Take φ1 in Aut(CP1) that sends p1, p2, pL to p′1, p′2,
p′L respectively. By Lemma 2 , the direction of T (F ,L) (resp., T (F ′,L′))
is completely determined by the Camacho-Sad index and the direction of L
(resp., L′). Therefore, φ1(pT ) = p′T . Using the path lifting method after a
blowing-up [11], φ extends to a diffeomorphism Φ1 of (C2, 0) sending (F ,R)
to (F ′,R′).
Denote by L0 = Φ−11∗ (L′). Because Φ−11 sends L′ and T (F ′,L′) to L
and T (F ,L) respectively, L is also the separatrix of L0 and T (F ,L0) =
T (F ,L). We denote by T the tangent curve T (F ,L0). The proof is reduced
to show that there exists a diffeomorphism fixing points in T sending (F ,L)
to (F ,L0). Choose a system of coordinates (x, y) such that L0 is defined by
f0 = x+ y and F is defined by a 1-form
ω(x, y) = λy(1 +A(x, y))dx+ xdy, λ 6∈ Q≤0.
Then T is defined by
τ(x, y) = x− λy(1 +A(x, y)) = 0.
We claim that there exist a natural n ≥ 2 and a holomorphic function h
such that L is defined by
f(x, y) = (1 + τn(x, y)h(x, y)) (x+ y).
Indeed, assume that L is defined by
f¯(x, y) = u(x, y)(x+ y),
where u is invertible. Rewrite the equation of T as
x− τ¯(y) = 0,
where τ¯(y) = λy + . . .. Because λ 6= −1, the maps u(τ¯(y), y).(τ¯(y) + y) and
τ¯(y) + y are diffeomorphic. Hence there exists a diffeomorphism g ∈ C{y}
such that
g
(
u(τ¯(y), y).(τ¯(y) + y)
)
= τ¯(y) + y.
This is equivalent to (
g ◦ f¯ − (x+ y))|τ=0 = 0.
Therefore, there exist a natural n ≥ 1 and a function h satisfying h|τ=0 6≡ 0
such that
g ◦ f¯(x, y) = (1 + τn(x, y)h(x, y)) (x+ y).
Because g is a diffeomorphism, L is also defined by f = g ◦ f¯ .
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Let us prove n ≥ 2. We have
df ∧ ω = τ(x, y)(. . .) + n(x+ y)h(x, y)τn−1dτ ∧ ω
= τ(x, y)(. . .) + n(x+ y)h(x, y)τn−1(x+ λ2y + . . .)dx ∧ dy.
Because T is defined by τ(x, y) = 0, we have
n(x+ y)h(x, y)τn−1(x+ λ2y + . . .)|τ=0 ≡ 0
The fact λ 6= 0,−1 forces to x + λ2y 6= x − λy and x + y 6= x − λy. This
implies (τn−1)|τ=0 ≡ 0. Consequently, n ≥ 2.
Now let
X = x
∂
∂x
− λy(1 +A(x, y)) ∂
∂y
tangent to F . Now we will show that there exists α ∈ C{x, y} such that the
diffeomorphism exp[τn−1α]X satisfies
(4) (x+ y) ◦ exp[τn−1α]X(x, y) =
∑
i≥0
τ i(n−1)αi
i!
adiX(x+ y) = f(x, y),
where adX is the adjoint representation. Since∑
i≥0
τ i(n−1)αi
i!
adiX(x+ y) = x+ y + τ
nα+
n
2
τ2n−2α2X(τ) + τ2n−1(. . .),
(4) becomes
α+
n
2
τn−2α2X(τ) + τn−1(. . .) = (x+ y)h(x, y).
Hence, the existence of α comes from the implicit function theorem.
Now we will prove the uniqueness of Φ. In fact, we only need to show that
if there exists a diffeomorphism Ψ that sends (F ,L0) to itself, preserves the
two separatrices of F and fixes the points of T then Ψ = Id. Since Ψ|T = Id,
Ψ sends every leaf of F into itself. By [1], there exists β ∈ C{x, y} such that
Ψ = exp[β]X.
Because L0 is defined by the function x+ y and Ψ fixes points in T , we get
(5) (x+ y) ◦ exp[β]X = x+ y.
Decompose β into the homogeneous terms
β = β0 + β1 + β2 + . . . = β0 + β¯.
Since adiX(x) = x and ad
i
X(y) = (−λ)iy + ci for all i, where ci ∈ (x, y)2, we
have
(x+ y) ◦ exp[β]X =
∞∑
i=0
βi0
i!
x+
∞∑
i=0
βi0
i!
((−λ)iy) + h.o.t.
= exp(β0)x+ exp(−λβ0)y + h.o.t..
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So (5) leads to
exp(β0) = exp(−λβ0) = 1.
Hence,
x ◦ exp[β0]X =
∞∑
i=0
βi0
i!
x = exp(β0)x = x,(6)
y ◦ exp[β0]X =
∞∑
i=0
βi0
i!
(
(−λ)iy + ci
)
= exp(−λβ0)y + c = y + c,(7)
where c ∈ (x, y)2. We claim that
(8) exp[β]X = exp[β0]X ◦ exp[β¯]X.
Indeed, for any h ∈ C{x, y} we have
h ◦ exp[β0]X ◦ exp[β¯]X =
( ∞∑
i=0
βi0
i!
adiX(h)
)
◦ exp[β¯]X =
∞∑
j=0
β¯j
j!
adjX
( ∞∑
i=0
βi0
i!
adiX(h)
)
=
∞∑
k=0
∑
i+j=k
β¯jβi0
j!i!
adkX(h) =
∞∑
k=0
(β¯ + β0)
k
k!
adkX(h) = h ◦ exp[β]X.
We write adiX(y + c) = (−λ)iy + di where di ∈ (x, y)2. By (6), (7), (8) we
get
(x+ y) ◦ exp[β]X = x ◦ exp[β0]X ◦ exp[β¯]X + y ◦ exp[β0]X ◦ exp[β¯]X
= x ◦ exp[β¯]X + (y + c) ◦ exp[β¯]X
=
∞∑
i=0
β¯i
i!
x+
∞∑
i=0
β¯i
i!
adiX(y + c)
= exp(β¯)x+ exp(−λβ¯)y +
∞∑
i=0
β¯i
i!
di
= x
∞∏
i=1
exp(βi) + y
∞∏
i=1
exp(−λβi) +
∞∑
i=0
β¯i
i!
di.(9)
We will prove β¯ = 0 by induction. From (9) we have
(x+ y) ◦ exp[β]X = x(1 + β1) + y(1− λβ1) + h.o.t.
So (5) forces β1 = 0. Suppose that β1 = . . . = βk−1 = 0, we have
(x+ y) ◦ exp[β]X = x(1 + βk) + y(1− λβk) + h.o.t..
Then (5) again leads to βk = 0 and consequently β = β0. This implies that
Ψ = exp[β0]X = (x, y + c).
Finally, (5) again gives c = 0. So Ψ = Id. 
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Corollary 11. Suppose that F and F ′ are two nondegenerate reduced folia-
tions that are analytically conjugated. Let L and L′ be two regular foliations
that are transverse to the two separatrices of F and F ′ respectively. Then
there exists a diffeomorphism that sends (F ,L) to (F ′,L′).
Proof. Let Ψ be the conjugacy of F and F ′. Denote by T ′ = Ψ(T (F ,L)).
Then the restriction Ψ|T (F ,L) commutes with the holonomies of F on T (F ,L)
and F ′ on T ′. Moreover by the holonomy transport, the holonomies of F ′
on T ′ and on T (F ′,L′) are conjugated. Hence, the holonomies of F on
T (F ,L) and F ′ on T (F ′,L′) are conjugated. By Proposition 10 there exists
a diffeomorphism that sends (F ,L) to (F ′,L′) 
By projecting on S1 and S2 the holonomies defined on T (F ,L) and
T (F ′,L′) respectively, we can obtain
Corollary 12. If Φ is a diffeomorphism conjugating (F ,L) and (F ′,L′),
then
Φ|S1 ◦ gS1(F ,L) = gS′1(F ′,L′) ◦ Φ|S1 .
Reciprocally, if CS(F) = CS(F ′) and φ : S1 → S′1 is a diffeomorphism
satisfying
φ ◦ gS1(F ,L) = gS′1(F ′,L′) ◦ φ
then φ uniquely extends to a diffeomorphism Φ of (C2, 0) sending (F ,L) to
(F ′,L′).
Proof. Because Φ conjugates (F ,L) and (F ′,L′), the restriction Φ|T (F ,L)
commutes with the holonomies hγ and h
′
γ of F and F ′. Denote by piS1
(resp., piS′1) the projection by the leaves of L (resp., L′) from T (F ,L) (resp.,
T (F ′,L′)) to S1 (resp., S′1). Since Φ sends (F ,L) to (F ′,L′), we have
piS′1 ◦ Φ|T (F ,L) = Φ|S1 ◦ piS1 .
Therefore
Φ|S1 ◦ gS1(F ,L) = Φ|S1 ◦ piS1 ◦ hγ ◦ pi−1S1 = piS′1 ◦ Φ|T (F ,L) ◦ hγ ◦ pi−1S1
= piS′1 ◦ h′γ ◦ Φ|T (F ,L) ◦ pi−1S1 = gS′1(F ′,L′) ◦ piS′1 ◦ Φ|T (F ,L) ◦ pi−1S1
= gS′1(F ′,L′) ◦ Φ|S1 .
Reciprocally, suppose φ : S1 → S′1 is a diffeomorphism commuting with
the slidings of F and F ′. Denote by ψ = pi−1
S′1
◦ φ ◦ piS1 then
ψ ◦ hγ = pi−1S′1 ◦ φ ◦ piS1 ◦ hγ = pi
−1
S′1
◦ φ ◦ gS1(F ,L) ◦ piS1
= pi−1
S′1
◦ gS′1(F ′,L′) ◦ φ ◦ piS1 = h′γ ◦ pi−1S′1 ◦ φ ◦ piS1 = h
′
γ ◦ ψ.
By Proposition 10, ψ uniquely extends to a diffeomorphism Φ that sends
(F ,L) to (F ′,L′). 
Remark 13. In particular, if in Corollary 12 we have S1 = S
′
1 and gS1(F ,L) =
gS′1(F ′,L′) then there exists a diffeomorphism sending (F ,L) to (F ′,L′) and
fixing points in S1.
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3. Strict classification of foliations in M
This whole section is devoted to prove Theorem 8.
Proof of theorem 8. The direction ((ii)⇒(iii)) is obvious.
((i)⇒(ii)) Since the Camacho-sad index is an analytic invariant, it is ob-
vious that CS(F˜) = CS(F˜ ′).
Let Φ be the strict conjugacy and Φ˜ : (M,D)→ (M,D) be its lifting by σ.
Suppose that a non-corner point m of D is a fixed point of Φ˜. Then the linear
map DΦ˜(m) has two eigenvalues. One corresponds to the direction of the
divisor. We denote by v(Φ˜)(m) the other eigenvalue and define v(Φ˜)(m) = 1
for each corner m.
Lemma 14. Φ˜|D = Id so v(Φ˜) is a function defined on D and moreover
v(Φ˜) ≡ 1.
Proof. Denote by σ1 the standard blowing-up at the origin of (C2, 0)
σ1 : (M1, D1)→ (C2, 0).
On D1, we use the two standard chart (x, y¯) and (x¯, y) together with the
transition functions x¯ = y¯−1, y = xy¯. Suppose that
Φ(x, y) = (x+ α(x, y), y + β(x, y)), α, β ∈ (x, y)2.
Then in the coordinate system (x, y¯) we have
Φ1(x, y¯) = σ
∗
1Φ(x, y¯) =
(
x+ α(x, xy¯),
xy¯ + β(x, xy¯)
x+ α(x, xy¯)
)
= (x(1 + . . .), y¯ + x(β0 + . . .)),
where β0 =
∂2β
∂x2
(0, 0). Therefore Φ1 : (M1,D1) → (M1, D1) fixes points
in D1 and v(Φ1) ≡ 1. Let p be a non-reduced singularity of σ∗1F on D1.
We will show that DΦ1(p) = Id and apply the inductive hypothesis for
Φ1 in a neighborhood of p. Indeed, let σ2 be the blowing-up at p and
D2 = σ
−1
2 (p). Denote by Sp and S
′
p all invariant curves of σ
∗
1F and σ∗1F ′
through p. Because every element in M after desingularization admits no
dead component in its exceptional divisor, D2 is not a dead component.
Therefore there is at least one irreducible component `p of Sp that are not
tangent to D1. Because Φ1∗(Sp) = S′p and Sep(F˜)//Sep(F˜ ′), Dφ1(p) has
an eigenvector different from the direction of D1, which is corresponding to
the direction of `p. So DΦ1(p) has two eigenvectors. Since both of their
eigenvalues are 1, we have DΦ1(p) = Id. 
Now let L ∈ RF (L0) and denote by L′ = Φ∗(L). Since Φ˜|D = Id, the
strict transforms L˜ and L˜′ have the same Dulac maps. Moreover, because
Sep(F˜)//Sep(F˜ ′), at each singularity p of F˜ , DΦ˜(p) has two eigenvectors. As
v(Φ˜) ≡ 1 and Φ˜|D = Id we have DΦ˜(p) = Id. Therefore the invariant curves
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of L˜ and L˜′ through p are tangent. This gives L′ = Φ∗(L) ∈ RF (L0). Be-
cause Φ˜ fixes points in D, by Corollary 12 the identity map commutes with
the slides of F and F ′. This leads to S(F ,L) = S(F ′,L′). Consequently,
S(F ,L0) = S(F ′,L0). Moreover, the vanishing holonomy representation of
F and F ′ are conjugated by Φ˜. Since v(Φ˜) ≡ 1 this conjugacy is strict.
((iii)⇒(i)) Suppose that L, L′ ∈ RF (L0) satisfy S(F ,L) = S(F ′,L′).
By Corollary 12, at each singularity pi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, of F˜ there exists a
neighborhood Ui of pi and a local conjugacy
Φi : (F˜ , L˜)|Ui → (F˜ ′, L˜′)|Ui
such that Φi|D∩Ui = Id. Let U0 be a neighborhood of D \ ∪ki=1Ui such that
U0 does not contain any singularity of F˜ . Note that U0 is not connected and
the restriction of F˜ and F˜ ′ on U0 are regular. The strict conjugacy of the
vanishing holonomy representations can be extended by path lifting method
to the conjugacy
Φ0 : (F˜ , L˜)|U0 → (F˜ ′, L˜′)|U0 ,
satisfying that the second eigenvalue function v(Φ0) is identically 1. We will
show that on each intersection Vi = Ui ∩U0, Φi and Φ0 coincide. Denote by
Ψi = Φ
−1
i|Vi ◦ Φ0|Vi : (F˜ , L˜)|Vi → (F˜ , L˜)|Vi .
We claim that v(Ψi) ≡ 1 on D ∩ Vi. Let p, q in Vi ∩ D. Denote by lp
and lq the invariant curves of L˜ through p and q respectively. As the two
maps Ψi|lp and Ψi|lq are conjugated by the holonomy transport, we have
v(Ψi)(p) = v(Ψi)(q). Consequently, v(Ψi) is constant on Vi. Since v(Φ0) ≡
1, it follows that v(Φi) is constant on Vi ∩ D. Therefore, v(Φi) is constant
on Ui ∩ D. Moreover, at the singularity pi, DΦi(pi) has three eigenvectors
corresponding to the directions of the divisor and the directions of invariant
curves of F˜ and L˜ through pi. Since DΦi(pi) has also one eigenvalue 1
corresponding to the directions of the divisor, we have DΦi(pi) = Id. This
gives v(Φi) ≡ 1 and consequently v(Ψi) ≡ 1.
Now at each point p ∈ Vi∩D, the map Ψi|lp commutes with the holonomy
of F˜ around pi. Since the Camacho-Sad index λi of F˜ at pi is not rational,
Lemma 15 below says that Ψi|lp = Id and so Ψi = Id. Hence we can glue
all Φi together and the strict conjugacy we need is the projection of this
diffeomorphism on (C2, 0) by σ. 
Lemma 15. Let h ∈ Diff(C, 0) such that h′(0) = exp(2piiλ) where λ 6∈ Q.
If ψ ∈ Diff(C, 0) satisfying ψ′(0) = 1 and ψ ◦ h = h ◦ ψ then ψ = Id.
Proof. Since λ 6∈ Q, there is a formal diffeomorphism φ such that φ ◦ h ◦
φ−1(z) = exp(2piiλ)z. Denote by ψ˜ = φ ◦ ψ ◦ φ−1, then ψ˜′(0) = 1 and
ψ˜(exp(2piiλ)z) = exp(2piiλ)ψ˜. The proof is reduced to show that ψ˜ = Id.
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Suppose that ψ˜(z) = z +
∑∞
j=2 ajz
j . Then
ψ˜(exp(2piiλ)z) = exp(2piiλ)z +
∞∑
j=2
aj exp(2jpiiλ)z
j ,
and
exp(2piiλ)ψ˜(z) = exp(2piiλ)z +
∞∑
j=2
aj exp(2piiλ)z
j .
Since λ 6∈ Q, it forces aj = 0 for all j ≥ 2. Hence ψ˜ = Id. 
4. Finite determinacy
Let S be a germ of curve at p in a surface X. We denote by Σ(S) the
set of all germs of singular curves having the same desingularization map
and having the same singularities as S after desingularization. Here, the
singularities of S after desingularization are the singularities of the curve
defined by the union of strict transform of S and the exceptional divisor. If
S is smooth, we denote by mn(S) the set of all holomorphic functions on S
whose vanishing orders at p are at least n.
Proposition 16. Let S be a germ of curve in (C2, 0) and S1, . . . , Sk be
its irreducible components. Suppose that σ : (M,D) → (C2, 0) is a finite
composition of blowing-ups such that all the transformed curves σ∗Si = S˜i
are smooth. Then there exists a natural N such that if fi ∈ mN (S˜i), i =
1, . . . , k, then there exists F ∈ C{x, y} such that F ◦ σ|S˜i = fi. Moreover,
the same N can be chosen for all elements in Σ(S).
Proof. We first consider the statement when S is irreducible. If S is smooth
then S˜ is diffeomorphic to S. So we can suppose that S is singular. Denote
by p = S˜ ∩ D. Choose a coordinate system (xp, yp) in a neighborhood of p
such that S˜ = {yp = 0} and D = {xp = 0}. Then σ−1 is defined by
xp =
α(x, y)
β(x, y)
and yp =
µ(x, y)
ν(x, y)
,
where α, β, µ, ν ∈ C{x, y}, gcd(α, β) = 1 and gcd(µ, ν) = 1. So we have
(10)
α ◦ σ(xp, yp)
β ◦ σ(xp, yp) = xp
Therefore, there exist a natural k and a holomorphic function h such that
(11) α ◦ σ(xp, yp) = xk+1p h(xp, yp), β ◦ σ(xp, yp) = xkph(xp, yp),
where xp - h. We claim that h is a unit. Indeed, suppose h(0, 0) = 0 and
denote by L˜ the curve {h(xp, yp) = 0}. Let L be a curve defined in (C2, 0)
such that σ∗(L) = L˜. Let {h¯(x, y) = 0} be a reduced equation of L. By (11),
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h¯|α and h¯|β. It contradicts gcd(α, β) = 1. Now denote by u(xp) = h(xp, 0)
which is a unit, we have
(12) α ◦ σ(xp, 0) = u(xp)xk+1p , β ◦ σ(xp, 0) = u(xp)xkp.
For each m ≥ (k − 1)(k + 1) there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} such that
k|(m− j(k + 1)). Thus
m = ik + j(k + 1), i, j ∈ N.
So (12) implies that if a holomorphic function f(xp) satisfies x
(k−1)(k+1)
p |f(xp)
then there exists a holomorphic function F (x, y) such that F ◦ σ(xp, 0) =
f(xp). Consequently
(13) m(k−1)(k+1)(S˜) ⊂ σ∗C{x, y}|S˜ .
In the general case, suppose that Si is defined by {gi = 0}. If fi ∈ mN (S˜i),
i = 1, . . . , k, with N big enough, there exist Fi, i = 1, . . . , k, such that
Fi ◦ σ|S˜i = fi. We will find a holomorphic function F such that F|Si = Fi|Si
for all i = 1, . . . , k. This is reduced to show that there exists a natural M
such that the following morphism Θ is surjective
(x, y)M
(g1) ∩ . . . ∩ (gk) ∩ (x, y)M →
(x, y)M
(g1) ∩ (x, y)M ⊕ . . .⊕
(x, y)M
(gk) ∩ (x, y)M .
Indeed, by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, there exists a natural M1 such that
(14) (x, y)M1 ⊂ (gi, gj)
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. We will show that for all i = 1, . . . , k, j = 0, . . . , (k −
1)M1 the elements eij = (0, . . . , xjy(k−1)M1−j , . . . , 0), where xjy(k−1)M1−j is
in the ith position, are in ImΘ and then M can be chosen as (k− 1)M1. We
decompose
xjy(k−1)M1−j =
∏
l=1,...,k
l 6=i
xjlyM1−jl ,
where 0 ≤ jl ≤ M1. By (14), there exist ail, bil ∈ C{x, y} such that ailgi +
bilgl = x
jlyM1−jl . This implies that
eij = Θ
 ∏
l=1,...,k
l 6=i
(
xjlyM1−jl − ailgi
) ∈ ImΘ
Now we will show that the same N can be chosen for all elements of Σ(S).
In the case S is irreducible, let S′ in Σ(S) and {yp = s(xp)} be the equation
of σ∗(S′) = S˜′. We also have
α ◦ σ(xp, s(xp)) = v(xp)xk+1p , β ◦ σ(xp, s(xp)) = v(xp)xkp,
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where v(xp) = h(xp, s(xp)) which is a unit. Consequently, (13) holds. In the
general case, it is sufficient to show that the same M1 in (14) can be chosen
for all elements of Σ(S). Let Mij be the smallest natural satisfying
(x, y)Mij ⊂ (gi, gj).
We claim that
Mij ≤ I(gi, gj) = dimCC{x, y}
(gi, gj)
.
Indeed, there exists xlyMij−1−l 6∈ (gi, gj). Let Pm, m = 1, . . . ,Mij , be a
sequence of monomials such that P1 = 1, PMij = x
lyMij−1−l and either
Pm+1 = x · Pm or Pm+1 = y · Pm. Since Pm|PMij we have Pm 6∈ (gi, gj) for
all m = 1, . . . ,Mij . We will show that {P1, . . . , PMij} is independent in the
vector space C{x,y}(gi,gj) over C. Suppose that
c1P1 + . . .+ cMijPMij ∈ (gi, gj).
Suppose there exists cm 6= 0. Let m0 be the smallest natural such that
cm0 6= 0. Then
cm0Pm0 + . . .+ cMijPMij = Pm0(cm0 + . . .) ∈ (gi, gj).
This implies that Pm0 in (gi, gj) and it is a contradiction.
Now, it is well known that the intersection number I(gi, gj) is a topological
invariant. It means that if two curves {gi · gj = 0} and {g′i · g′j = 0} are
topologically conjugated then I(gi, gj) = I(g
′
i, g
′
j). Consequently, M1 can
be chosen as max1≤i<j≤kI(gi, gj) that doesn’t depend on the elements of
Σ(S). 
Now, we will prove the finite determinacy property of the slidings of
foliations.
Proof of Theorem 9. Suppose that T˜ (F ,L) = ∪Ti, T˜ ′(F ′,L′) = ∪T ′i where
Ti and T
′
i are irreducible components of T (F ,L) and T (F ′,L′). Then the
singularities of F˜ and F˜ ′ are pi = Ti ∩ D = T ′i ∩ D. Denote by hiγ the
holonomy of F˜ on Ti.
Now let pi be a singularity F˜ . We first suppose that pi is not a corner.
Denote by D the irreducible component of D through pi. Because F˜ and
F˜ ′ are strictly conjugated in a neighborhood of pi, by Corollaries 11 and 12,
there exists a diffeomorphism ψi in Diff(D, pi) tangent to identity such that
(15) ψi ◦ gD,pi(F˜ , L˜) = gD,pi(F˜ ′, L˜′) ◦ ψi.
Let piD (resp., pi
′
D) be the projection from Ti (resp., T
′
i ) to D that follows
the leaves of L˜ (resp., L˜′). Denote by
(16) φi = pi
−1
D ◦ ψ−1i ◦ piD.
Then φi ∈ Diff(Ti, pi). Since JN (S(F ,L)) = JN (S(F ′,L′)), φi is tangent to
identity map at order at least N .
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In the case pi is a corner, let D be one of two irreducible components of
D through pi and define φi as above. We also have that φi is tangent to
identity map at order at least N .
Lemma 17. Suppose that there exists a diffeomorphism Φ such that the
lifting σ∗(Φ) = Φ˜ satisfies
• Φ˜|D = Id,
• Φ˜|Ti = φi,
• T (F ,Φ∗L) = T (F ,L).
Then L′′ = Φ∗(L) satisfies S(F ,L′′) = S(F ′,L′).
Proof. Let pi be a singularity F˜ . In the case pi is not a corner, we denote
D, piD, pi
′
D as above. Let pi
′′
D be the projection following the leaves of L˜′′
from Ti to D, then
pi′′D = piD ◦ φ−1i .
We have
gD,pi(F˜ , L˜′′) = pi′′D ◦ hiγ ◦ pi′′−1D = piD ◦ φ−1i ◦ hiγ ◦ φi ◦ pi−1D
= ψi ◦ piD ◦ hiγ ◦ pi−1D ◦ ψ−1i = ψi ◦ gD,pi(F˜ , L˜) ◦ ψ−1i
= gD,pi(F˜ ′, L˜′).
If pi is a corner, pi = D ∩D′, we also have
gD,pi(F˜ , L˜′′) = gD,pi(F˜ ′, L˜′).
Since Φ˜|D = Id the Dulac maps of L˜′′ and L˜′ in a neighborhood of pi are the
same. So Remark 7 leads to
gD′,pi(F˜ , L˜′′) = gD′,pi(F˜ ′, L˜′).

Now we will prove the existence of Φ in Lemma 17 for N big enough.
Suppose that F and L are respectively defined by
ω = a(x, y)dx+ b(x, y)dy,
ωL = c(x, y)dx+ d(x, y)dy.
Then the tangent curve T = T (F ,L) is defined by
q(x, y) = da− cb = 0.
Let Xq =
∂q
∂y
∂
∂x − ∂q∂x ∂∂y be a vector field tangent to T and X˜q be its lifting
by σ. By the implicit function theorem, if N is big enough, there exists fi
defined on Ti such that
exp[fi]
(
X˜q Ti
)
= φi.
Using Proposition 16, by choosing N big enough, there exists f ∈ C{x, y}
such that
exp[f ◦ σ]X˜q Ti = φi.
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For each Φ = (Φ1,Φ2) ∈ Diff(C2, 0), denote by
< Φ >=
ωL ∧ Φ∗ωL
dx ∧ dy = c
(
c ◦ Φ∂Φ1
∂y
+ d ◦ Φ∂Φ2
∂y
)
−d
(
c ◦ Φ∂Φ1
∂x
+ d ◦ Φ∂Φ2
∂x
)
.
It is easy to see that T (F ,Φ∗L) = T if and only if q| < Φ >. For each
holomorphic function f , we denote by
Φf = exp[f ]Xq.
Lemma 18 below says that there exists a holomorphic function u such that
Φf−uq satisfies Lemma 17 for N big enough. Moreover, by Proposition 16,
we can chose N that only depends on F . 
Lemma 18. If N is big enough, for all f in (x, y)N there exists a holomor-
phic function u such that q| < Φf−uq >.
Proof. We have
∂
∂x
x ◦ Φf−uq {q=0} =
∂
∂x
∞∑
i=0
(f − uq)i
i!
adiXq(x)
{q=0}
=
∂
∂x
x ◦ Φf {q=0} − u ·
∂q
∂x
·
∞∑
i=1
f i−1
(i− 1)!ad
i
Xq(x)
{q=0}
=
∂
∂x
x ◦ Φf {q=0} − u ·
∂q
∂x
· ∂q
∂y
◦ Φf
{q=0}
.
Similarly,
∂
∂y
x ◦ Φf−uq
{q=0}
=
∂
∂y
x ◦ Φf
{q=0}
− u · ∂q
∂y
· ∂q
∂y
◦ Φf
{q=0}
,
∂
∂x
y ◦ Φf−uq {q=0} =
∂
∂x
y ◦ Φf {q=0} + u ·
∂q
∂x
· ∂q
∂x
◦ Φf {q=0},
∂
∂y
y ◦ Φf−uq
{q=0}
=
∂
∂y
y ◦ Φf
{q=0}
+ u · ∂q
∂y
· ∂q
∂x
◦ Φf
{q=0}
.
This implies that
< Φf−uq > {q=0} = < Φf > {q=0}
− u ·
(
c
∂q
∂y
− d∂q
∂x
)
·
((
c
∂q
∂y
− d∂q
∂x
)
◦ Φf
)
{q=0}
.(17)
Denote by h = c ∂q∂y − d ∂q∂x . Then {h = 0} is the tangent curve of L and
the foliation defined by the level sets of q. Since at each singularity pi of
F˜ , the irreducible component Ti of T is transverse to L˜, the irreducible
components of the strict transform of {h = 0} at pi are also transverse
to Ti. This implies that (q, h) = 1 and the two curves {q · h = 0} and
{q · (h ◦Φf ) = 0} are topologically conjugated. By Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz
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and the proof of Proposition 16 there exists a natural M such that (x, y)M ⊂
(q, h) and (x, y)M ⊂ (q, h◦Φf ). This implies that (x, y)2M ⊂ (q, h ·(h◦Φf )).
So if < Φf >∈ (x, y)2M , by (17) we can choose u ∈ C{x, y} such that
q| < Φf−uq >. 
Remark 19. If we replace the condition “F˜ and F˜ ′ are locally strictly an-
alytically conjugated” in Theorem 9 by the condition “F and F ′ are in M”
then the conclusion in Theorem 9 becomes: “For all natural M ≥ N there
exists L′′M such that JM (S(F ,L′′M )) = JM (S(F ′,L′))”. Indeed, in that case,
because the Camacho-Sad indices are not rational, F˜ and F˜ ′ are locally for-
mally conjugated. So we can choose ψ in (15) such that
JM (ψi ◦ gD,pi(F˜ , L˜) ◦ ψ−1i ) = JM (gD,pi(F˜ ′, L˜′)).
Corollary 20. Let F ∈M defined by a 1-form ω then there exists a natural
N such that if F ′ ∈ M is defined by a 1-form ω′ satisfying that JNω =
JNω′ and the vanishing holonomy representations of F and F ′ are strictly
analytically conjugated, then F and F ′ are strictly analytically conjugated.
Proof. Let L ∈ R0 then Jm(N)S(F ,L) = Jm(N)S(F ′,L) where m(M) is an
increasing function on N and m(N)→∞ when N →∞. By Theorem 9 if
N is big enough there exists L′′ ∈ R0 such that S(F ,L′′) = S(F ′,L). By
Theorem 8, F and F ′ are strictly analytically conjugated. 
Remark 21. This Corollary is consistent with the result of J.F. Mattei in [9]
which says that the dimension of moduli space of the equisingular unfolding
of a foliation is finite. Note that the vanishing holonomy representations of
two foliations that are jointed by a unfolding are conjugated but the converse
is not true.
Corollary 22. Let L be a σ-absolutely dicritical foliation defined by 1-form
ω. There exists a natural N such that if L′ is a σ-absolutely dicritical folia-
tion defined by ω′ satisfying JNω = JNω′ and the Dulac maps of L˜ and L˜′
are the same then L and L′ are strictly analytically conjugated.
Proof. Suppose that D = ∪i=1,...,kDi where Di is an irreducible component
of D. We take a pair of irreducible functions fi and gi for each i = 1, . . . , k,
such that the curve Ci = {fi = 0} and C ′i = {gi = 0} satisfy the following
properties:
1. The strict transforms C˜i and C˜ ′i cut Di at two different points pi, qi,
respectively, such that none of them is a corner.
2. C˜i, C˜ ′i are smooth and transverse to the invariant curve of L˜ through
pi, qi respectively.
Because [C : Q] is an infinite field extension, there exists (λ1, λ2, . . . , λk) ∈
Ck such that
k∑
i=1
ciλi 6∈ Q, ∀(c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Qk \ {(0, . . . , 0)}.
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Now, let us consider the non-dicritical foliation F defined by the 1-form
ω0 =
k∏
i=1
(figi) ·
(
k∑
i=1
(
λi
dfi
fi
+
dgi
gi
))
.
Then F admits σ as its desingularization map and the singularities of the
strict transform F˜ are the corners of D and pi, qi, i = 1, . . . , k. We claim
that at each singularity, the Camacho-Sad index of F˜ is not rational. Indeed,
denote by mij the multiplicity of fi ◦σ and gi ◦σ on Dj . At the corner pij =
Di ∩Dj , we take coordinates (x, y) such that Di = {x = 0}, Dj = {y = 0}.
In this coordinate system, we can write σ∗ω0 as
σ∗ω0 = u(x, y)x2
∑k
l=1mliy2
∑k
l=1mlj
k∑
l=1
(
(λl + 1)mli
dx
x
+ (λl + 1)mlj
dy
y
+ αij
)
,
where u(x, y) is a unit and αij is a holomorphic form. So the Camacho-Sad
index of F˜ at pij is
I(pij) =
∑k
l=1(λl + 1)mlj∑k
l=1(λl + 1)mli
6∈ Q.
Similarly, the Camacho-Sad indices of F˜ at pi and qi, respectively, are
I(pi) =
∑k
l=1(λl + 1)mli∑k
l=1 λl
6∈ Q, I(qi) =
∑k
l=1(λl + 1)mli
k
6∈ Q.
Now if JNω = JNω′ then Jm(N)S(F ,L) = Jm(N)S(F ,L′) where m(N) is
an increasing function on N and m(N) → ∞ when N → ∞. Moreover if
N is big enough the invariant curves of L˜ and L˜′ through the singularities
of F˜ are tangent. By using Theorem 9 for F ′ = F , there exists a foliation
L′′ strictly conjugated with L such that the two couples (F ,L′′) and (F ,L′)
are strictly conjugated. Consequently, L and L′ are strictly conjugated. 
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